Damage and strain in single-layer graphene induced by very-low-energy electron-beam irradiation From the analysis of the ratio of D peak intensity to G peak intensity in Raman spectroscopy, electron beam irradiation with energies of 100 eV was found to induce damage in single-layer graphene. The damage becomes larger with decreasing electron beam energy. Internal strain in graphene induced by damage under irradiation is further evaluated based on G peak shifts. The dosedependent internal strain was approximately 2.22% cm One of the most attractive materials for next generation electronics is graphene, because of its excellent electronic properties such as high carrier mobility 1 and long electron coherent length. 2 There have been, therefore, many studies on field effect transistors (FETs) using graphene layers as channels. [3] [4] [5] [6] So far, several fabrication processes of a graphene channel (i.e., graphene nanoribbon) for FETs have been proposed. One is a top-down process that includes conventional electron beam lithography 7 and scanning tunnel microscope lithography using anodic oxidation. 8 Another is a bottom-up process such as graphite exfoliation by chemical methods 9 and self-assembly technique using molecular precursors. 10 Electron beam irradiation of graphene is naturally used in a conventional electron beam lithography. To fabricate the source, drain, and gate electrodes of graphene FET (GFET) structures, electron beam lithography is often adopted even if the graphene channel is fabricated by other means. In addition, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is widely used for observations and tests of GFET structures. Thus, electron beam irradiation of graphene is unavoidable during GFET fabrication.
There are many reports on irradiation-induced damage in carbon materials, 11 such as graphite, [12] [13] [14] carbon nanotubes (CNTs), [15] [16] [17] [18] and graphene. [19] [20] [21] Most of this literature has considered mainly knock-on damage (i.e., atomic displacement) caused by electron beams with energies higher than 86 keV. 16 Recently, however, several research groups have reported that damage occurs with low and medium electron energies in the range 1.0 keV-50 keV on CNTs [22] [23] [24] and graphene. 25 This energy range is commonly used in SEM and electron beam lithography. Therefore, electron beam processing would induce severe damage and defects to carbon-based devices, resulting in a deterioration of device performances. However, damage induced by low-energy irradiation in graphene has not been investigated in detail. It is further expected that damage induces internal strain. The damage and internal strain are quite important for practical applications of GFET as well as for pure scientific interest. For the latter, mechanisms and lower limits of electron energies that induce such damage and strain have been unclear. For practical applications, the opening of the band gap in graphene by uniaxial strain has been theoretically reported. 26 Therefore, strain induced by irradiation might provoke such an opening. From our study, we found that the damage to graphene was generated by very-low-energy irradiation of as little as 100 eV. Internal strain induced by such irradiation was quantitatively evaluated based on G band peak shifts in the Raman spectra.
Single-layer graphene is deposited on SiO 2 (thickness of 300 nm)/p-Si substrate by mechanical exfoliation of kish graphite using adhesive tape. Single-layer graphene is confirmed by Raman spectroscopy through 2D peak analysis. 27 With the field emission SEM (Hitachi S-4800), an electron beam with energy range from 100 eV (representing the lower limit of the equipment) to 10 keV and various doses of up to 12 mC/cm 2 was used to irradiate single-layer graphene at room temperature. A retarding potential is applied to the sample stage when electron energies were less than 500 eV (e.g., accelerating and retarding voltages were 1.6 kV and 1.5 kV, respectively, with a beam energy of 100 eV).
The series Raman spectroscopy maps for single-layer graphene before and after irradiation with various doses were measured for each accelerating voltage using the RAMANplus spectroscopy system (Nanophoton Corp.). The wavelength of incident laser light is 532 nm. The laser power is reduced to 0.1 mW by a neutral density filter to avoid the change and shift of Raman peak by thermal effects induced by the incident laser light. Figure 1 shows the series Raman spectra of single-layer graphene before and after 500 eV irradiation with various doses. Before irradiation, graphene features a G peak, which is due to the doubly degenerate zone center E 2g mode, 28 and a large 2D peak, which corresponds to the second order of the D peak. 27 The D peak appears after irradiation and is due to the breathing modes of the sp 2 rings that require a defect for activation. 28 The intensity of both G and 2D peaks decreases with increasing radiation dose. The G peak width a)
Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: k.murakami@bk.tsukuba.ac.jp. becomes wider with higher dose; this tendency was observed under all irradiation conditions. Figure 2 shows the intensity ratio for D peak to G peak (i.e., I(D)/I(G)) and the G peak position before and after irradiation with various electron energies as a function of electron dose. The I(D)/I(G) ratio increases with decreasing electron energy. Irradiation with energies as low as 100 eV and low dose of around 0.25 mC/cm 2 was found to induce damage in graphene. This result indicates that low-energy electrons can induce significant damage in graphene. Irradiation of energies 500 eV, 1 keV, and 10 keV first increases I(D)/I(G) ratio, reaching maximums, and then gradually decreases these ratios. This tendency is entirely consistent with an earlier report for 5 keV-and 20 keV-irradiated graphene, 25 and can be interpreted as the amorphization trajectory as proposed by Ferrari and Robertson. 29 According to their interpretation for the I(D)/I(G) ratio of carbon materials, the ratio first increased when crystalline graphite becomes nanocrystalline graphite, and then decreased when nanocrystalline graphite is transformed into sp 2 amorphous carbon. Under 500 eV irradiation, crystalline graphene becomes nanocrystalline graphite under irradiation up to approximately 3 mC/cm 2 , and then, nanocrystalline graphite is further transformed into amorphous carbon due to higher irradiation damage. The G peak width broadens with dosages of greater than 4.40 mC/cm 2 ( Fig. 1) , where the I(D)/I(G) ratios decrease from their maximum. This result also suggests that graphene undergoes amorphization under high irradiation dosages. The shift in G peak position, attributed to strains in graphene, is found to be larger with decreasing electron energy and saturates at higher electron dosages. The G peak position is red-shifted after irradiation, which indicates tensile straining in graphene. 26 The defects generated by irradiation possibly induce internal strains in graphene. This strain can be quantitatively evaluated based on the G peak shifts of graphene. To quantitatively evaluate strain, its type (i.e., uniaxial strain or biaxial strain) needs determining.
30 Figure 3 shows the Raman mapping of the G peak position after irradiation of 9.72 mC/cm 2 at 500 eV. The mapping in red corresponds to wavenumber 1573.6 cm À1 where the G peak position shifts to lower wavenumber from the initial peak position of 1577.3 cm À1 (i.e., corresponding to the tensile strained regime). The mapping in blue corresponds to wavenumber 1581.1 cm À1 where the G peak position shifts to higher wavenumber from the initial peak position of 1577.3 cm À1 (i.e., corresponding to the compressive strained regime). Total strain in the entire graphene fragment seems to be compensated by tensile strain at the center of the graphene fragment and compressive strain at the surrounding edges of the graphene fragment. This result suggests that biaxial tensile strain (i.e., isotropic tensile strain) might be at 500 eV. The mapping in red (1573.6 cm À1 ) and blue (1581.1 cm À1 ) corresponds, respectively, to the red-shifted G peak (i.e., tensile strain) and the blue-shifted G peak (i.e., compressive strain) from the initial G peak position before irradiation (1577.3 cm À1 ). (b) Schematic diagram of Fig. 3(a) .
induced by irradiation in the center of the graphene fragment. The G peak shift dependence on biaxial tensile strain is expressed as 30 Dx G ¼ À2x
where Dx G is the G peak shift to the initial G peak position, x 0 G the initial G peak position, c the Gr€ uneisen parameter for doubly degenerate in-plane Raman-active E 2g phonons, and e the biaxial strain. For this study, irradiation-induced internal strain is calculated by assuming biaxial strain and using c ¼ 1.8, which is obtained from first-principles calculations. 30 The calculated biaxial strain coefficient of À57.0 cm À1 /% is wholly consistent with that obtained experimentally from the graphene bubble.
31 Figure 4 shows the biaxial tensile strain induced by irradiation with various energies as a function of dose. The dose-dependent internal strain in graphene shows obviously the same tendency as the dose-dependent G peak position for graphene. Namely, lower energy irradiation induces higher internal strain in graphene. These dose-dependent internal strains calculated from the linear part of the slopes (i.e., low electron dose range) were approximately 2.22% cm 2 /mC for 100 eV and 2.65 Â 10 À2 % cm 2 /mC for 500 eV. Here, we discuss the influence of finite carbon contamination during irradiation. It is well known that the reaction cross section of carbon contamination is higher for lower electron energies. [32] [33] [34] In the case of lower-energy irradiation, the larger amount of carbon contaminants is deposited on graphene compared to the case of high-energy irradiation. It is very difficult to fully eliminate the large amount of carbon contamination deposited by low-energy irradiation in the experiment. The influence of carbon contamination is, therefore, an unavoidable issue in the low-energy irradiation experiment. There are several reports indicating that residual stress of deposited amorphous carbon films shows compressive strain. [35] [36] [37] Carbon contamination should, therefore, induce compressive strain in graphene. However, in our experiment, lower-energy irradiation induces higher internal tensile strain in graphene. Consequently, tensile strain on graphene is not caused by the carbon contaminants. One of the most probable causes of damage and internal strain is bond breaking of graphene by low-energy irradiation. In the case of low-energy irradiation (i.e., below knock-on threshold energy) for CNTs, Suzuki et al. reported that the irradiation damage occurs with bond breaking, which follows an electronic excitation induced by the energy of the incident electrons. 38 In addition, the calculated electron inelastic mean free paths for CNTs become minimum around 100 eV, which means that low-energy irradiation around 100 eV effectively excites the core-level and valence electrons, and plasmons due to the large strength of inelastic electron scattering. 39 Another probable cause of damage and internal strain is the chemical etching of graphene by highly reactive OH radicals generated from water molecules on the surface under irradiation. 23 The cross section for the ionization of a water molecule increases with decreasing electron energy and reaches to its maximum at around 100 eV. 40 The above two causes explain well why lower energy irradiation induces higher damage and strain on graphene in our experiments. Another source of internal strain occurs in the transition during irradiation from an sp 2 -bonded honey-comb lattice to an sp 3 -bonded 3D network. 13, 41 The maximum internal tensile strain calculated in this study is approximately 0.16% at 100 eV irradiation with dose of 0.18 mC/cm 2 , which is insufficient for band gap opening, because a 0.8% strain is theoretically required for the 300 meV band gap opening. 26 In addition, a uniaxial tensile strain in graphene is required to control its band gap. Therefore, the controlling of the strain direction and larger induced strain are necessary if irradiation is to open a band gap in graphene. One possible method to control strain direction is patterning the irradiation in graphene. For example, a periodic line pattern would induce uniaxial tensile strain perpendicular to the line direction over the irradiated area. Further study on this effect is being undertaken.
We found that a very low-energy electron beam can strongly induce damage in graphene, even if electron energies are only 100 eV. Lower-energy electrons induced larger damage at smaller doses. The biaxial tensile strain at the center of the graphene fragment was found to be induced by irradiation from the mapping of the G peak shift. The internal biaxial tensile strain was quantitatively evaluated based on G peak shifts. Lower-energy electrons induced larger strain. Such additionally induced damage and strain should serve as a barrier that decreases ballistic electron transport. Alternatively, artificially induced damage under controlled electron dosage might provide a new method to fabricate electron confinement structures on graphene such as 1D graphene nanoribbons.
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